
P A N T R Y  M O T H  T R A P  
P R O D U C T  U S E R  G U I D E



Greetings Friend, 

I’m Dr. Killigan, and I’m here to help you restore 
peace to your home. You are armed with the most 
effective pantry moth traps designed to work while 
you sleep and provide a killer solution to an often 
complex problem. These 100% non-toxic traps 
use the strongest pheromone attractant and the 
stickiest glue to draw in unsuspecting male moths 
to their final resting place so you can triumph over 
pantry moths.

Keep your head up. Your moth problem will soon 
be a thing of the past!

Cheers,

D R  K I L L I G A N ’ S 
P R O M I S E

We firmly stand behind our 
products. If you are not 
satisfied with this product 
for any reason contact us at 
Support@DrKilligans. com and 
we will offer a replacement or 
a refund.



H O W  T O 
T R I U M P H  O V E R  P A N T R Y  M O T H S 

These traps are specifically designed to attract 
food moths: the Indian Meal Moth, or Plodia 
Interpunctella. The pheromones in the trap are 
not designed to attract clothing moths.

The pheromone in these traps is designed to 
woo male moths and ultimately end the mating 
cycle. You may still see female or juvenile 
moths for a time, but without the males, they 
will begin to die off, securing your moth victory.

EFFECTIVELY PLACE THE TRAPSVERIFY THE MOTH SPECIES 

END THE MATING CYCLE 

REMOVE THE PROTECTIVE SHEET BE PATIENT

GOOD
Place one trap in the food pantry.

BETTER
Place a second trap on the 

counter on the opposite side 
of the kitchen.

BEST
Place a third trap 
to form a triangle 
between all three 

traps in the 
kitchen.

To identify the moth species and verify your 
problem, 1 trap will do the trick. To truly triumph 
over these invaders, create a pheromone “web” 
by placing 2 or 3 traps strategically around your 
kitchen in high and low areas. Don’t be afraid to 
move the trap locations every few days until you 
find the sweet spot.
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With a flourish, remove the sheet and let the 
pheromone waft its way throughout your 
home, singing it’s siren song, and drawing male 
moths to their final resting place. Be careful, 
the protective sheet exposes a very sticky glue.

You may see moths fly right past the trap, but 
don’t panic, these traps are designed to only 
capture male moths and it may take up to 
10-days for the male moths to hone in on the 
pheromone attractant. Female and juveniles will 
have to be eliminated by hand.



E L I M I N A T I N G  T H E  P R O B L E M  A T 
T H E  S O U R C E

Placing moth traps in your kitchen will stop the mating process by trapping males. In order to eliminate 
the overall problem, it is important to find the contaminated food source. Look for small webbing and 
tiny black dots of feces. Gross, isn’t it? But there is hope! Follow these steps to clean the source of your 
infestation and ensure you are eliminating all moth larvae and eggs.

Remove all infected food, including 
the packaging. Wait to restock your 
pantry (beyond what you need short-
term) until you’re sure all sources of 
infestation are gone.

CLEAN THOROUGHLY 
Clean the shelving, corners, and all surfaces 
with a mild detergent or a vinegar and water 
solution. Using bleach to clean can adversely 
affect any remaining moth’s pheromone 
senses, resulting in moths not being 
trapped. 

SPRAY SIX FEET UNDER® 
After cleaning the infested area, consider spraying it with Six Feet Under, our 
non-toxic insect spray, to ensure all eggs are killed. Six Feet Under may be 
purchased at DrKilligans.com. 

EMPTY PANTRY



P A N T R Y  M O T H  T R A P S  F A Q ’ s

My traps are out, but they don’t seem to be catching many moths. What should I do?

First, ensure that the protective layer is removed from the glue. Next, change the location of your traps 
to find the ‘sweet spot.’ Due to varying airflow in a home, changing the location of your traps to help 
maximize its trapping efficiency is very important.

What’s the difference between a pantry moth and a clothing moth?

Look for these identifiers when determining which moth has invaded your home, as pantry moths and 
clothing moths are often confused with one another. This will help you choose the correct trap with the 
right pheromone solution to lure and kill the moths and restore peace to your home. 

Pantry Moths:
• Are found flying in the kitchen and other rooms of the house
• Come into the house through dry groceries that are already infested with adults moths or larvae
• Larvae feed on grain products, dried fruits, nuts, cereals, processed food, and more
• Leave webbing on food products, packaging, or in dark corners of your cupboards 

Clothing Moths:
• Primarily destroy fabrics with animal fibers 
• Avoid light and are likely to be found in dark areas
• Usually crawl or “hop-fly” near the ground instead of flying 
• Feed on animal fibers, especially wool, fur, silk, feathers, felt, and leather

Why do my pantry moths keep coming back? 

Pantry moths hitch a ride into your home through dry goods bought at the store.

Best Habits to Practice 

1.  Freeze any suspect dry goods for 48 - 72 hours before using them in your home. This will kill the moth  
eggs. Goods to freeze: oats, flour, grains, raw nuts, bird seed, pet food, corn-based cat litter, and any  
other bulk grain purchases. 

2.  Store dry goods in airtight containers. Moths have an amazing ability to squeeze through the tightest of  
spaces.

3.  Keep a moth trap out to attract moths and alert you to a problem before it gets out of hand and change  
the trap out every three months.

How long will these traps last?

Unopened, Dr. Killigan’s Pantry Moth Traps are designed to maintain potency for up to three years from the 
date of manufacture, which is printed on the outside of your box. Once opened, each individual trap will last 
for up to three months or until it is full of those pesky invaders.

SHOP:
DrKilligans.com

CONTACT:
Support@DrKilligans.com

(844) 525-2779
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